The AXHub connects a full range of wireless security peripherals—sensors, keypads, sirens, and expanders—making the alarm system easy to install and expand. Each area in your home requires unique protections and specific technologies—and our system has it all.

Revolutionary IVaaS (intrusion verification as a service) is also available with our system so users can confirm events remotely.

Receive notifications via mobile app with video playback
Receive phone calls and SMS when alarm is triggered
Receive E-mails with video and alarm event information
Arm or disarm the system wherever you are

**Responsive Alarm Hub**

**Outdoor Dual-tech Detector**

**Pet Immunity PIR Detector**

**Outdoor Siren**

**Indoor Siren**

**Magnetic Contact**

**Wireless Keypad**

**Card Reader**

**Wireless Alarm Hub**

**Camera**

**Panic Button**

**Remote Control**

**Input Expander**

**Output Expander**

**MIFARE Card**

**Key Fob**
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**Compatible List**

- **PIR Detector (Indoor use only)**
  DS-PD2-P10P-W
  With intelligent sensors, the PIR detector offers quick and accurate detection and an optional pet immunity function. Additional models available.

- **Dual-tech Detector (Indoor use only)**
  DS-PD2-D10P-W
  With PIR and microwave technology, the dual-tech detector offers accurate detection in challenging conditions and an optional pet immunity function. Additional models available.

- **Outdoor Dual-tech Detector (Outdoor use, IP55)**
  DS-PD2-T10P-WEH
  Delivering reliable performance in fluctuating weather conditions. Additional models available.

- **Magnetic Contact (Indoor use only)**
  DS-PD1-NC-WMS
  Helps monitor the status of the door or window, triggers alarm when opened.

- **Wireless Keypad**
  DS-PD1-KE
  Can be programmed using touch buttons. Device shows status with LED light.

- **Card Reader (Outdoor use, IP65)**
  DS-PD1-RC
  Supports arming or disarming system by swiping a card. Waterproof for outdoor use.

- **Indoor Siren (Indoor use only)**
  DS-PSG-WI
  A triggered alarm will activate the 110 dB siren and LED light.

- **Outdoor Siren (Outdoor use, IP65)**
  DS-PSG-WO
  A triggered alarm will activate the 110 dB siren and LED light.

- **Water Leak Detector (Indoor use only)**
  DS-PD1-WL-W(433MHz)
  Wireless flood detector. For indoor use only.

- **Smoke Detector (Indoor use only)**
  DS-PD1-SMK-W(433MHz)
  Protects property and residents from potential fire hazards by timely detection and notification.

- **Key Fob**
  DS-GSMK-YSM(433MHz)
  Encrypted two-way wireless communication and long wireless range with a panic button.

- **MIFARE Card**
  DS-PTC-50
  Arm or disarm the system by swiping a card.

- **Output Expander**
  DS-FN-DO2(8)
  This expander helps control wireless signals to wired signal output. Thus, by connecting the AXHub to a hard-wired output device, you can remotely control lights, a garage door, etc.

- **Input Expander**
  DS-FN-IN
  Expands the AXHub by connecting to third-party hard-wired sensors.

---

Revolutionary IVaaS (intrusion verification as a service) is also available with our system so users can confirm events remotely.
The AXHub is compatible with Onvif cameras, providing video verification for users and monitoring stations to quickly and efficiently confirm events.

When an alarm is triggered, notifications will be sent to users through various channels, including app notification, E-mail, phone call, and SMS.

The AXHub is easy to set up with an intuitive, user-friendly interface.

The system expands to connect up to 32 sensors and 32 outputs, either hard-wired or wireless.

The AXHub is compatible with the Hik-connect app, making it easier to manage the system and to share devices with your family members and features various authorization levels.

This kit includes:
- Wireless Alarm Hub
  - DS-PWA32-H(380IR)
- Pet Immunity PIR Detector
  - DS-PD2-P10P-W
- Magnetic Contact
  - DS-PD1-MC-WWS(433MHz)
  - DS-PD1-MC-WWS(H)(868MHz)
- Two-way Key Fob
  - DS-19K00-1A33MHz
  - DS-PKFE-1I868MHz
- MIFARE Cards (optional)

Wireless Alarm Kit

AX Wireless System

AX Hub
Intrusion protection with vision